To
DGM/HOD (M&S), ECL HQ, Sanctoria/ GM(QC) ECL HQ, Sanctoria,
HOD, ECL,Kolkata Sales Office,Kolkata.
Dear Sir,

Undertaking for availing third party sampling facilities
I/We, ______________ the authorized representative of M/s ____________________(Consumer
Code_________) with Regd.Address_______________ having a valid Fuel Supply Agreement with
ECL for an ACQ of ______ Tonnes.
I/We are aware that vide ECL’s Notice Ref.No. ECL/Kol/M&S/HOD/10D Dt. 09/01/2018, the third
party sampling facility is extended on optional basis for the willing consumers for Non-Power sector
including State Nominated Agencies under FSA.
That I/We undertake to conclude the tripartite Agreement as per the terms and conditions notified
by the Quality Control Department, ECL HQ, Sanctoria for commencing sampling of coal to be
dispatched against our FSA/ACQ/MSQ.
I/We hereby undertake to state that I/We am/are prepared to share the expenses (on equal sharing
basis) with Eastern Coalfields Limited and complete the requisite formalities as notified by the
Quality Control Department, ECL HQ, Sanctoria.
I/We undertake to state that there is no force upon me/us to opt for third party sampling and I/We
give my/our consent to accept the coal on declared grade basis untill the tripartite agreement for
third party sampling is concluded.
Name of the Authorised Representative
with signature
Date:
(Note: 1)To be submitted in company/consumer/bidder’s letterhead.
2) Please strike out the words/sentences/parts not applicable.)
OR
To
DGM/HOD (M&S), ECL HQ, Sanctoria/ GM(QC) ECL HQ, Sanctoria,
HOD, ECL,Kolkata Sales Office,Kolkata.
Dear Sir,

Undertaking for availing third party sampling facilities
I/We, ______________ the authorized representative of M/s ____________________(Consumer
Code_________) with Regd.Address_______________ having a valid Fuel Supply Agreement with
ECL for an ACQ of ______ Tonnes.
I/We are aware that vide ECL’s Notice Ref.No. ECL/Kol/M&S/HOD/10D Dt. 09/01/2018, the third
party sampling facility is extended on optional basis for the willing consumers for Non-Power sector
including State Nominated Agencies under FSA.
I/We hereby undertake to state that I/We am/are not willing to avail the option for third party
sampling and that there is no force upon me/us to opt for third party sampling. I/We give my/our
consent to accept the coal on declared grade basis till further advice.

Name of the Authorised Representative
with signature
Date:
(Note: 1)To be submitted in company/consumer/bidder’s letterhead.
2) Please strike out the words/sentences/parts not applicable.)

To
DGM/HOD (M&S), ECL HQ, Sanctoria/ GM(QC) ECL HQ, Sanctoria,
HOD, ECL,Kolkata Sales Office,Kolkata.
Dear Sir,

Undertaking for availing third party sampling facilities
I/We, ______________ the authorized representative of M/s ____________________(Consumer
Code_________) with Regd.Address_______________ am/are aware that vide ECL’s Notice Ref.No.
ECL/Kol/M&S/HOD/10D Dt. 09/01/2018, the third party sampling facility is extended on optional
basis for the willing consumers/ bidders under Spot/Special Spot/Exclusive E-Auctions.
I/We, undertake to conclude the tripartite Agreement as per the terms and conditions notified by
the Quality Control Department, ECL HQ, Sanctoria for commencing sampling of coal to be
dispatched against our Bid Quantity won under Spot/Special Spot/ Exclusive E-Auctions.
I/We hereby undertake to state that I/We am/are prepared to share the expenses (on equal sharing
basis) with Eastern Coalfields Limited and complete the requisite formalities as notified by the
Quality Control Department, ECL HQ, Sanctoria.
I/We undertake to state that there is no force upon me/us to opt for third party sampling and I/We
give my/our consent to accept the coal on declared grade basis untill the tripartite agreement for
third party sampling is concluded.
Name of the Authorised Representative
with signature
Date:
(Note: 1)To be submitted in company/consumer/bidder’s letterhead.
2) Please strike out the words/sentences/parts not applicable.)

OR
To
DGM/HOD (M&S), ECL HQ, Sanctoria/ GM (QC) ECL HQ, Sanctoria,
HOD, ECL,Kolkata Sales Office,Kolkata.
Dear Sir,

Undertaking for availing third party sampling facilities
I/We, ______________ the authorized representative of M/s ____________________(Consumer
Code_________) with Regd.Address_______________ am/are aware that vide ECL’s Notice Ref.No.
ECL/Kol/M&S/HOD/10D Dt. 09/01/2018, the third party sampling facility is extended on optional
basis for the willing consumers/bidders of Spot, Special Spot and Exclusive E-Auctions.
I/We hereby undertake to state that I/We am/are not willing to avail the option for third party
sampling and that there is no force upon me/us to opt for third party sampling. I/We give my/our
consent to accept the coal on declared grade basis till further advice.

Name of the Authorised Representative
with signature
Date:
(Note: 1)To be submitted in company/consumer/bidder’s letterhead.
2) Please strike out the words/sentences/parts not applicable.)

